Gotowe prefabrykowane domy
energooszczędne
Prefabricated energy-eﬃcient
houses
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This oﬀer does not constitute trade information
Adres instytucji/ﬁrmy ogłaszającej ofertę
ECOLOGIQ SPÓŁKA Z OGRANICZONĄ ODPOWIEDZIALNOŚCIĄ
80-298 GDAŃSK,
GEODETÓW 29 ,
Poland
Contact person
l.gorczak@ecologiq.pl
Phone:
https://www.ecologiq.pl

Description of the contract
Modern energy-saving construction, thanks to its captivating form and interesting
style, is gaining more and more interest among people who want to live in an
ecological building. Many of us dream of having our own home, which is
comfortable, functional and perfectly suited to the individual needs of its residents.
The unique character of ready-made energy-saving houses and thought-out
solutions for maximum use of the usable space that characterize modern modular
houses are an excellent proposition for people who enjoy modern design in a useful
form. Ready-made designs including prefabricated houses developed by the
Ecologiq design studio and cooperating studios present energy-eﬃcient buildings
that are original, durable, safe and comfortable.

Supplementary information
Currently, an increasing number of people are choosing modern modular houses
made of ready-made elements (prefabricated elements), which, thanks to precise
execution, ensure energy eﬃciency and a healthy indoor climate. Wooden prefab
houses are built much faster than masonry buildings, and the cost of their
construction is much lower. We design the structures of our facilities in a unique way
so that ready houses have low energy needs, and at the same time are comfortable
and functional for their residents. We would like to emphasize that the prices of our
houses are unchanged - the investment value determined at the beginning is a
guaranteed sum and is not subject to changes during construction. Due to
cooperation with Bank Ochrony Środowiska, we help to obtain funding for
construction including modern modular wooden houses and credit on preferential
terms.
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CPV
Construction work
Works for complete or part construction and civil engineering work
Building construction work
Construction work for multi-dwelling buildings and individual houses
Construction work for houses
Sheltered housing construction work
Houses construction work
Multi-dwelling buildings construction work
Flats construction work
Multi-functional buildings construction work

Attachments
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Oﬀer type
Sell

Time limit for receipt of oﬀers
24.12.2020

Valid from
27.06.2020

Industries
Budownictwo i architektura
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Architektura
Budownictwo

Purchasers from abroad
NO
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